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In a post-apocalyptic future, the Agency works behind the moments to take down opposition
groups that threaten the current government. When hard and fast decisions result in

catastrophic consequences, both agents realize getting out of Mexico alive may be their biggest
challenge yet. In the newly revised Director's Cut of Evenfall, the second volume follows Sin and

Boyd through a long-term undercover mission in Mexico. They believe the hardest part will be
maintaining their covers and handling their attraction while surviving in close quarters, but that's

only the beginning of their newest trials. Their goals justify all means, even though it comes to
their own agents.
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Different and far diminished from original version After reading the story in its original form, I
actually couldn't wait to have hard copies.This book like the previous one is simply amazing, I
only found it due to reviews on Goodreads, even though I know the authors are working on this
series I am hoping they continue because this should be out there, it must be widely available so
more people can read what's growing to be an incredible series and I don't say this lightly, I also
don't give 5* often or easily. Following the first two chapters, I place it down in discust. The entire
tone of the initial function was changed and without all that made it so unique and special. I
would much favour purchaced doubly many books with the small corrections it needed than to
get these abbreviated versions of an average story. I'm overwhelmingly unfortunate the story will
not be made available in book type and that others will browse this edition without knowing what
excellent and breathtaking tale the original was. Absolutely brilliant Again wow. The treatment of
their own agents is usually unbelievable and I wanted something dreadful to occur to numerous
them. At one stage it looked bleak, okay at several points it appeared bleak but I realised I was
therefore into this reserve that even if the partnership fell away I'd still be reading and while you
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might think this is obvious it's the first time I recall it happening to me.This mission is their most
difficult yet and it creates for an agonising read at times, Sin and Boyd find themselves in Mexico
create in a crappy apartment Sin is expected to find a job and socialize with people after he's
been isolated and treated as an abomination all his life, surely they must realise how difficult this
might be for him but they just don't care.Boyd is delivered to evaluate the area and find get away
routes, which is dangerous in itself when he's deep in drug territory. My genre can be romance all
sorts of romance and that's often without exception the concern for me, now don't get me wrong
I like my romance covered in an excellent story but here the writing, the descriptions, secondary
characters and just Sin and Boyd themselves managed to draw me into this story to the degree
where I'd have kept reading regardless.I'm not necessarily sure what things to say as nothing I
say should come close to describing this book, how it produced me feel and the level to which I
totally dropped myself in it.At first my priority (because all said and done I'm a hopeless intimate)
was the partnership between Sin and Boyd, would we ever get them where we want them,
communicating and truly together it's frustrating as hell sometimes and it became obvious the
mission in Mexico would help to make or break them as a couple.I was so focused on this aspect
of the reserve that the mission sort of snuck up on me.Have I pointed out how much I hate the
Agency?After the scene in the first book whenever we encounter Sin in the box I didn't have a lot
of love for the Company, this got even worse the more I browse and in this book I positively hate
the Company and Connors specifically although it needs to be said I have a long mental list of
people I wish to die and that again has never happened certainly to me before.This book was so
much more than I ever expected it to be. I cannot fathom why that wonderful story was
butchered so badly. Five Stars I will never get more than enough of Boyd and Sin! All the action is
an advantage too
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